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The effective climate sensitivity (EffCS) estimates the equilibrium near-surface temperature1

increase due to an doubling of the atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration, and is a widely2

used metric to characterise potential global warming. Cloud feedback, with considerable3

contribution from marine boundary layer clouds over the Southern Ocean (SO), has been4

identified as the main source to the spread and the increase in EffCS in the Earth System5

Models participating in phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6).6

We trace the difference in EffCS between the Community Earth System Model (CESM2,7

EffCS of 5.3K) and the Norwegian Earth System model (NorESM2; EffCS of 2.5 K), to SO8

circulation response. NorESM2 stores more heat at depth than CESM2, which delays the SO9

surface warming, SO cloud response, and ultimately the global surface warming by centuries10

in comparison to CESM2. The link between SO and EffCS is seen across 41 CMIP6 models;11

those with a low EffCS exhibit substantial deep SO warming. The observed slow surface but12

fast subsurface SO warming supports the notion of SO control over EffCS.13

The Earth’s climate response to increased atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations14

needs to be quantified as accurately as possible in order to help plan and execute effective mitiga-15

tion and adaptation measures. The equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) is defined as the global16

mean surface warming to a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration at the new17

equilibrium state and involves complex interactions of radiative forcing and feedbacks which can18

either dampen or amplify the GHG-induced warming. Assuming that the external forcing and the19

feedback processes remain constant in time, the ECS is generally estimated by the extrapolation of20

surface temperature trends from 150 years long Earth system model simulations forced by a qua-21

drupling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration (abrupt-4×CO2) and these estimates are referred22

to as the ”effective climate sensitivity” (EffCS)1–3. The EffCS usually underestimates the ECS ob-23

tained if the models were run to a new equilibrium state4. However, EffCS values calculated by this24

regression method are useful and practical estimates obtainable within the limitation of comput-25

ing resources and are commonly used e.g. in the scientific literature5–7 and the Intergovernmental26

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment reports.27

Cloud feedbacks have a crucial impact on EffCS (and ECS), as positive low cloud feedbacks favour28
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high EffCS8–10 and differences in total cloud feedback and the shortwave (SW) cloud feedback29

component are the primary causes for the large intermodel spread in EffCS from phases 3, 5 and 630

of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP)7, 11–13. Clouds substantially cool the climate31

(-18 W/m2; global-mean net effect) as they reflect more solar radiation back to space (-45 W/m2; an32

albedo effect) than they emit longwave radiation back towards the surface (27 W/m2; a greenhouse33

effect)14. The radiative effect of clouds heavily depends on cloud altitude, amount, and optical34

thickness15. Changes in these cloud properties can potentially have large radiative impacts. An35

interaction between the ocean and the clouds is likely linked to the low cloud cover (LCC) over36

oceans, which has a large negative radiative effect due to high albedo and weak greenhouse effect16.37

A decrease in the LCC amplifies positive forcing and hence global warming. LCC itself is primarily38

controlled by two factors, i.e. the inversion strength of the marine planetary boundary layer (PBL)39

and the sea surface temperature (SST)8, 9, 17–21. A warming-induced increase in inversion strength40

acts to increase the LCC, implying a negative feedback, as less of the moist PBL air is mixed41

with the dry free-troposphere air aloft. However, increased SSTs tend to reduce the LCC due to42

PBL drying and hence act as a positive feedback. Another potentially important cloud feedback,43

particularly over the Southern Ocean (SO), involves the warming-induced deglaciation of mixed-44

phase mid-level clouds, which increases cloud albedo and acts as a negative feedback. However,45

this feedback is important only as long as there are enough ice cloud particles present15, 22–26. The46

magnitude and sign of the overall cloud feedback depends strongly on the relative strength of these47

processes.48

Cloud feedbacks, with primarily contribution from the marine SO LCC, have been identified as49

the main source to the spread and the extensive warming in the CMIP6 ensemble7, 27, 28 due to a50

substantially more positive cloud feedback in CMIP6 compared to CMIP5 (also see Supplement51

Fig. 1). The main contribution is from an increase in the southern hemisphere (SH) extratropical52

SW low cloud component and is due to a larger reduction in LCC and a weaker increase in cloud53

liquid water path with warming in CMIP6, compared to CMIP57. The large positive cloud feedback54

allows for several CMIP6 models to achieve very high EffCS (Fig. 1a). In CMIP5, differences55

in the tropical Pacific warm-pool warming ratio can account for a large fraction of the increase56

in EffCS in time5, 29, but not in CMIP6 where the SH extratropics seems more dominant and the57

delayed SO warming relative to the global warming cause a stronger SST pattern effect on the cloud58

feedback29. Due to the sensitivity of LCC to SST changes, the correlation of EffCS to SO SST59

warming is more profound in CMIP6 (r2=0.83) compared to the previous phase, CMIP5 (r2=0.29)60

(Supplement Fig. 1b). In CMIP6 in models with higher SSTs south of 35◦S, the SW cloud feedback61

in the corresponding region becomes more positive and contributes to further warming (r2=0.71),62

but the relationship does not hold for the CMIP5 models (r2=0.03), reflecting updated and modified63

model representations of clouds7, 27, 28 (Fig. 1b). However, SST warming is intimately connected to64

the ocean circulation and mixing processes which control how efficiently heat is transferred from65

the upper ocean into the deep ocean30, 31 (Fig. 1c). The orange line in Fig. 1c shows the linear66

regression with a r
2 of 0.59. When the two outlier models exhibiting nearly no change in the deep67

ocean temperatures are excluded (INM-CM4-8 and GISS-E2-H-1), r2 increases to 0.80 (grey line),68

explaining thus a considerable fraction of the spread in the SO SST warming and hence the EffCS69
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variability. Further, the deep ocean warming is connected to the deep water formation and hence70

the weakening in the downwelling branch of the global meridional overturning circulation (MOC)71

(Fig. 1d).72

The CMIP6 models show a connection between deep SO warming and EffCS which was not73

present in CMIP5 (Supplement Fig. 1a). Models with profound warming in the deep SO tend74

to have a low EffCS, whereas models that warm only close to the surface exhibit a high EffCS75

with a r
2 of 0.35. When the two outlier models exhibiting nearly no change are excluded (INM-76

CM4-8 and GISS-E2-H-1), r2 increases to 0.59. Other models have demonstrated similar ocean77

temperature response dependence on the pre-industrial base state of the SO32, 33.78

The ocean heat uptake (OHU) and high-altitude OHU in particular, is known to have a strong79

influence on the global mean surface warming rate and anomalous northward ocean heat transport80

(OHT) in response to GHG forcing can delay SO SST warming 34–37. Increased OHU does not81

necessarily require circulation changes, as more heat becomes available when the SSTs warm in82

response to the positive cloud feedback in the same region38. However, we show that it is crucial83

to consider how the up-taken heat is distributed in the water column through ocean circulation84

and mixing processes. If the poleward SO oceanic eddy-induced heat transport is suppressed85

subsurface in response to surface freshening, the SO surface warming is weak, which by interaction86

with the atmosphere has a profound impact on the sign, onset and evolution of the cloud feedback87

strength and hence EffCS. Thus, the amount of surface suppression of the up-taken heat contributes88

in large part to the discrepancy between the EffCS calculated by the Gregory regression2, 3 using89

the first 150 years of model simulations, and the ECS. To further explain the mechanisms causing90

the correlations depicted in Fig. 1, we utilise two members in the CMIP6 ensemble.91

The case of CESM2 and NorESM292

Two members of the CMIP6 model ensemble provide a unique opportunity to gain more insight,93

i.e. the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM239) which is a high-EffCS model94

(5.3 K)40 and the CESM2-based Norwegian Earth System model version 2 (NorESM241) which95

is a low-EffCS model (2.5 K). The major difference between the two models is the ocean compo-96

nent. CESM2 utilises a level-coordinate ocean model based on Parallel Ocean Program version97

2 (POP242) while the NorESM2 ocean component involves an isopycnal coordinate model: the98

Bergen Layered Ocean Model (BLOM43). However, the two models share to a large degree the99

same description for the atmosphere, land and sea ice. The dynamical core in the atmosphere, plan-100

etary boundary layer treatment, shallow and deep convection, cloud macrophysics, cloud micro-101

physics and radiation in CESM2 are shared with only small modifications by NorESM2. Aerosol102

parameterisations are different, but any feedback process involving the pre-industrial aerosol ra-103

diative effect is very small and thus not affecting the abrupt-4×CO2 experiments, used to derive104

EffCS. Our experiments in NorESM2 show further that its low EffCS does not depend on changing105

the atmospheric spatial resolution from nominal 2◦ to 1◦. The fact that the three models (CESM2,106
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Figure 1: Correlations. Correlations applied to the CMIP5 ensemble (blue) and CMIP6 ensemble

(orange). Upper row: EffCS and the SW cloud feedback south of 35◦S (a), SW cloud feedback

and SST warming south of 35◦S (b), SST warming south of 35◦S and the change in SO ocean

temperature below 1500 m and south of 50◦S relative to the change in the global ocean temperature

(c), mean reduction in deep MOC south of 40◦S and the change in SO ocean temperature below

1500 m and south of 50◦S relative to the change in the global ocean temperature (d). The two

CMIP6 members CESM2 (no. 36) and NorESM2-LM (no. 6) are highlighted in maroon. All

models including model numbers and values are listed in Tables 3 and 4 in the supplements.
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NorESM2-LM and NorESM2-MM) are very similar except for their ocean component has been107

verified in forced SST experiments. Forced with uniformly increased SSTs (+4K), they all show an108

atmospheric feedback factor of −0.8Wm−2K−1, and forced with 4×CO2 and using the same pre-109

industrial SST, they show very similar effective CO2 radiative forcings of 8.63Wm−2 (CESM2) ,110

8.39Wm−2 (NorESM2-MM), and 8.23Wm−2 (NorESM2-LM) (see Supplement Tables 1 and 2 for111

further details).112

The strong influence of the ocean component on the total feedback factor and hence the EffCS,113

is seen in the fully coupled abrupt-4×CO2 simulations, for which NorESM2 (−1.4Wm−2K−1)114

exhibits more than twice the value of CESM2 (−0.6Wm−2K−1) when the first 150 years are con-115

sidered. However, after 500 years the global mean surface temperature warming in NorESM2116

reaches 3.4 K (Fig. 2c), already well above the estimated EffCS value of 2.5 K7, 41. When the117

models are run longer, it appears that NorESM2 and CESM2 both exhibit a high ECS. Apparently,118

the warming trend in the first 150 years is not representative for the warming in an equilibrium119

state in NorESM2. This confirms that ECS values from millennial-length simulations are gen-120

erally higher than the values obtained by the aforementioned regression method4. Applying the121

regression method fit to the years 21-5005, the resulting EffCS values increase by nearly 5 K to122

7.2 K for NorESM2, and to 6.5 K for CESM2 (Supplement Fig. 3). These values are probably123

closer to the correct ECS values obtained if the models were run to equilibrium.124

Both models exhibit a reasonable historic warming, with a tendency of the CESM2 for larger125

warming, in accordance with its higher EffCS. Given the importance of the cloud feedbacks for126

the EffCS, we hypothesise that the interaction between the ocean and the clouds plays a crucial127

role in climate evolution under enhanced GHG concentration levels.128

Feedbacks and short wave cloud feedback129

Estimates of the radiative feedbacks show that CESM2 and NorESM2 exhibit similar feedbacks130

for most components except for the SW cloud feedback which dominates the discrepancy in both131

magnitude and time evolution (Fig. 2). The increase over time in the SW cloud feedback dominates132

the temporal evolution of the net feedback in NorESM2 (Supplementary Fig. 5f) over the first 150133

years and explains the considerably lower EffCS than ECS in NorESM2.134

For the first 150 years of the simulations, CESM2 exhibits a SW cloud feedback approximately135

0.5 W/m2/K larger than NorESM2 (Fig. 2b) and this is reflected in the global mean surface warm-136

ing (Fig. 2c) where CESM2 shows a significantly warmer climate than NorESM2. The SW137

cloud feedback regressed on near-surface temperature suggests that CESM2 and NorESM2 exhibit138

similar SW cloud feedback when the global surface temperature increase exceeds 5 K warming139

(Fig. 2d), consistent with the results from our fixed SST simulations. However, the SW cloud140

feedbacks are not identical for the same amount of warming, which might be the impact of the141

pattern of SST warming. Altogether, CESM2 warms rather rapidly and reaches a 5 K warming142

within 30 years, while a similar warming takes NorESM2 more than 200 years.143
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Figure 2: Radiative feedbacks. Estimates of radiative feedbacks for NorESM2-LM (black),

NorESM2-MM (orange) and CESM2 (blue) calculated from abrupt-4×CO2 GHG-forcing sim-

ulations. The total feedback is broken down into Planck, lapse rate (LR), surface albedo, water

vapour (WV) and cloud feedbacks. The cloud feedback is further broken down in contributions

from SW and LW components (a). Evolution of SW cloud feedback (b) and near surface (2m)

temperature change (c) as a function of time, and evolution of SW cloud feedback as a function of

the near surface (2m) air temperature change (d).
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Sea surface warming and cloud response144

The initial SO (south of 35◦S) SST warming, and hence the onset of a more positive cloud feed-145

back, is delayed in NorESM2 compared to CESM2 (Fig. 3). In CESM2, the SO SSTs warm rapidly,146

whereas in NorESM2 the SST warming is weak and regions within Weddell Sea and northern Ross147

Sea even cool down in the first 150 years. In these regions, the pre-industrial control simulation148

of NorESM2 exhibits very deep ocean convection and profound deep-water formation. Only after149

500 years is the SST warming pattern and magnitude in NorESM2 comparable to that after 150150

years in CESM2 (Fig. 3c,d, Supplement Fig. 6)151

As the SSTs warm, CESM2 exhibits a profound decrease in the low and mid-level cloud cover152

south of 35
◦S (Fig. 3a,c). In response to the slow NorESM2 warming, the low and mid-level153

clouds south of 35◦S hardly change at all in the first 150 years. From the start there is a slight154

increase in LCC suggesting that a warming-induced increase in inversion strength may dominate155

the effect of SST warming. This increase in LCC in the abrupt-4×CO2 relative to the pre-industrial156

control experiment persists for nearly 500 years in NorESM2.157

The LCC response is reflected in the zonally averaged SW cloud feedback (Fig. 3e,f) and is es-158

pecially evident south of 35◦S where NorESM2 exhibits a profound negative SW cloud feedback159

after 150 years, while the SW cloud feedback in CESM2 is at that time mainly positive (Fig. 3e).160

The abundance of oceanic low and mid-level clouds in this region has a large radiative effect due161

to the high albedo16 and even a slight increase in LCC will contribute to the net negative SW cloud162

feedback. In addition, the increase in albedo as a result of deglaciation of mixed-phase clouds163

contributes to the net feedback26. Most interestingly, when NorESM2 eventually warms after 500164

years, the SW cloud feedback south of 35◦S resembles that of CESM2 (Fig. 3f) confirming the165

results from aforementioned fixed SST experiments.166

Ocean mechanisms responsible for delayed SO surface warming167

The SO dominates the net global ocean uptake of excess heat from the atmosphere, and this OHU168

delays the Earth’s surface temperature response to anthropogenic GHG forcing31, 44. The high OHU169

in the SO is due to the mean SO circulation which in the Deacon cell moves heat northwards and170

downwards30: strong westerlies drive an upwelling of cold water masses along steeply tilted isopy-171

cnals (surfaces of constant potential density) from depth over the Antarctic Circumpolar Current172

(ACC), Ekman transport moves the cold waters northward, and surface fluxes warm the waters173

before they subduct in the interior along the polar front. Mesoscale eddies, on the contrary, move174

heat southward and from mid-depth to the surface across the ACC 30, 45. The net overturning circu-175

lation from the mean circulation and the eddy-induced circulation, make up the upper meridional176

overturning circulation (MOC) cell in the SO which is responsible for most of the heat uptake. The177

lower SO MOC cell, the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) cell, is fed by deep water primarily178

formed by convection processes in the Weddell and Ross Seas.179

In CESM2, stronger westerlies drive a more intense and deeper upper SO MOC cell compared to180
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Figure 3: Cloud changes, SST warming and SW cloud feedback. Time evolution of cloud cover

fraction anomaly averaged south of 35◦S for CESM2 (a) and NorESM2-LM (b) for the first 500

years. SST anomaly for the same region and time as in a-b for CESM2 (c) and NorESM2-LM

(d). Zonally averaged SW cloud feedback in NorESM2-MM (orange), NorESM2-LM (black) and

CESM2 (blue) after 150 years (e) and after 500 years in NorESM2-LM (grey), and CESM2 (light

blue) (f). Also included in (f) is the SW cloud feedback from CESM2 (blue) after 150 years for

comparison.
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NorESM2 (Supplementary Fig. 7). The larger wind stress forcing is reflected in deeper isopycnals181

throughout the latitudes of ACC and colder water masses above the pycnocline (Supplementary182

Figs. 7-10). In the far south, poleward of 60◦S, the higher stratification in the upper 500 m is183

maintained by eddy transport of warm North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) to the surface. In184

NorESM2, the potential density structure differs substantially from that of CESM2, with very weak185

stratification close to Antarctica. Extensive areas of persistent open water in sea-ice regions, so-186

called open ocean polynyas, persist for all years outside Weddell Sea and for some years outside187

Ross Sea in the pre-industrial simulation of NorESM2 in both resolutions. The polynyas cause188

very deep convection reaching all the way to the bottom and vigorous AABW formation. This is189

reflected in the strength of the deep AABW cell which is 5 times stronger in NorESM2 (-12.7 Sv)190

than in CESM2 (-2.5 Sv) and a much colder abyssal ocean in NorESM2.191

The future SO OHU is projected to increase under global warming31, 44 due to intensification of the192

downward heat transport by the mean flow and/or a weakening of the eddy-induced upward heat193

transport. These changes will drive subsurface warming in the SO in response to GHG forcing30, 46,194

but the amount and at which depth the warming takes place, is highly model dependent44 as re-195

vealed when comparing CESM2 and NorESM2.196

Except for colder surface waters in the SO, CESM2 exhibits a warmer ocean than NorESM2 in197

the pre-industrial control. Forced by abrupt-4×CO2, the SO surface winds strengthen causing the198

base state ocean circulation and the SO MOC in particular, to intensify. The eddy-induced MOC199

strengthens at the polar front, primarily close to the surface (shading Fig. 4d). As the SSTs warm in200

response to GHG forcing and the cloud feedbacks, the OHU in the SO increases. Importantly, the201

isopycnal slopes are maintained throughout the simulation and hence the circulation which brings202

warm subsurface water to the surface in CESM2 persists (indicated by black arrows in Fig. 4d),203

causing the ocean warming in CESM2 to be surface intensified (red contour in Fig. 4d).204

In NorESM2, the response is different. In the pre-industrial state the SO isopycnal structure in205

NorESM2 is strongly influenced by the vigorous convection. Persistent polynyas in the pre-206

industrial simulation require eddy transport of heat from the subsurface ocean to the surface to207

prevent formation of sea-ice. The heat is absorbed by the cold winter atmosphere and effectively208

emitted to space, which cools the ocean surface and hence maintain deep convection in the polynya209

regions. An abrupt-4×CO2 forcing shuts down the deep convection in NorESM2 within a few210

years due to a positive buoyancy input from the melting sea ice. As the convection stops the211

isopycnals deepen south of 60◦ (Fig. 4e) and the along isopycnal transport is no longer connected212

to the surface (black arrows in Fig. 4e). In addition to at the surface strengthening of the eddy-213

induced MOC (similar to the response in CESM2), NorESM2 exhibits an intensification in the214

eddy-induced MOC at depth, with a maximum at 900 m (shading Fig. 4d). Consequently, the the215

(parameterized) poleward eddy-induced heat transport intensifies subsurface, causing warming at216

depth (red contour in Fig. 4e) and cooling at the surface30, 47–49.217
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The different ocean responses cause a large discrepancy in the SO warming seen in CESM2 and218

NorESM2. In NorESM2 the entire ocean column warms in response to the abrupt-4×CO2 forcing219

(Fig. 4a). On the contrary, the heat is trapped in the upper ocean in CESM2 which triggers a pos-220

itive SW cloud feedback almost immediately (Figs. 2e, 4). This striking difference in the vertical221

redistribution of heat in CESM2 and NorESM2 is clearly evident after 500 years (Fig. 4b,c). There222

is actually a reduction in the ocean heat content (OHC) below 2000 m in the first 380 years in223

CESM2 (Supplementary Fig. 12), suggesting a reduced and shallower overturning circulation in224

the Atlantic that dominates the ocean response to the GHG-induced warming. In NorESM2, the225

OHC below 2000 m increases reflecting a shutdown of the SO convection.226

Convection shutdown sensitivity study227

To further investigate the role of convection shutdown in the abrupt-4×CO2 experiments, we study228

its impact on the SSTs without additional GHG forcing in NorESM2. To do so we enhance the229

freshwater input to the Weddell Sea and the surrounding area (see black, dashed line in Fig. 4f) in230

a pre-industrial simulation. The freshwater forcing efficiently reduces the deep convection in this231

region and the isopycnal response resembles that of the abrupt-4×CO2 experiment. Over the first232

5 years SSTs cool over a much larger region than the regions where deep convection occurs and233

where the freshwater forcing was applied (Fig. 4f). The cooling, which extends to 30◦S, is due234

to a reorganisation of the water masses in response to the convection shutdown as the timescale235

is too short for the response to be a consequence of solely advection. The regions of cooling are236

overlapping with the regions of negative SW cloud feedback (indicated by grey, dotted lines in237

Fig. 4f-i) in both models. The regions of little warming and cooling in response to abrupt-4×CO2238

forcing (Fig. 4g) resemble those where the SST response to convection shutdown is appearing239

(Fig. 4f). When the SST response to the convection shutdown is removed from the abrupt-4×CO2240

response (Fig. 4h), the SST response is in better agreement with CESM2 (Fig. 4i).241

Observed and simulated SO SST warming242

While most of the Earth’s surface has been warming, the SO has experienced cooling at the surface243

over the recent historical period (Fig. 4j); a trend that has been difficult to reproduce in coupled244

climate models. The surface cooling has been linked to mainly two mechanisms: a poleward shift245

in the atmospheric jet changing the Ekman dynamics (equatorward transport at the surface 50 and246

upwelling of previous winter water along the sea-ice edge 51) and a reduced upwelling of the warm247

intermediate waters due to surface freshening 52. Most recently, surface freshening has been sug-248

gested as the main mechanism to explain the cooling as it also explains the observed warming at249

the subsurface 52, 53, although the mechanism for the observed freshening remains elusive (north-250

ward sea ice transport 52; increased net precipitation 54, increased glacial melt 55). Even if the251

observed and simulated mechanisms might differ and the vigorous pre-industrial SO deep con-252

vection in NorESM2 is more excessive than observations suggest56, the historical SST trends are253

better captured in NorESM2 than in CESM2 (Fig. 4k-m), which could indicate that the oceanic254

control on the cloud feedback seen in NorESM2 is realistic. This is also supported by Zhang et al.255

201957 who found that the SO convection state controls the decadal predictability.256
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Figure 4: Ocean temperature response. Ocean temperature anomaly averaged south of 35◦S in NorESM2-MM

(orange), NorESM2-LM (black) and CESM2 (blue) after 150 years and after 500 years in NorESM2-LM (grey) and

CESM2 (light blue) (a). Zonally averaged ocean temperature anomaly after 500 years in NorESM2-LM (b) and

CESM2 (c). Response in the eddy-induced MOC to abrupt-4×CO2 forcing after 150 years (shading) and in the

surfaces of constant density (black, dashed lines) in CESM2 (d) and NorESM2-LM (e). The black arrows indicate

the anomalous along-isopycnal transport and the red contour show the 1 K warming. The initial (first 5 years) SST

response to forcing in NorESM2-LM and CESM2 (g,i). SST anomaly to SO convection shutdown in NorESM2-LM

(f). The region of freshwater forcing is indicated by the black dashed lines. SST anomaly to abrupt-4×CO2 forcing

(f) and to abrupt-4×CO2 forcing when the response from the convection shutdown is removed (f subtracted from g)

(h). SST anomaly to abrupt-4×CO2 forcing in CESM2 (i). The grey dotted lines in e-h indicate the region with high

negative SW cloud feedback bounded by 62◦S and 45◦S (see Fig. 2). SST trends for the period (1960-2014) from

observations (HadISST, j), NorESM2-LM (k), NorESM2-MM (l) and CESM2 (m).
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Discussion257

The majority of the CMIP6 models exhibit too large and too frequent open-ocean polynas in258

the pre-industrial control simulations and most models form the AABW by open-ocean deep259

convection, but the convection strength and the amount of AABW formation are highly model260

dependent56. Importantly, the state of the pre-industrial control simulation will pre-condition the261

ocean redistribution of the SO uptaken heat causing different climate responses when forced by a262

quadrupling of CO2. Our study shows that if the heat taken up in the SO stays subsurface and cause263

mainly deep ocean warming, the long timescale of the ocean overturning circulation will have a264

much larger impact on the EffCS estimates due to slow SST warming and hence slow activation of265

a more positive shortwave cloud feedback. Consequently, for such models the EffCS estimates us-266

ing 150 years will be low compared to the ECS. Further insights into SO ocean warming patterns,267

associated cloud changes and model evaluation of the corresponding trends would be required to268

quantify the climate controlling role of the SO.269

Deep OHU has been suggested as a major source of model spread in future warming due to less270

surface warming58. Others have argued that the role of OHU is limited compared to that of climate271

feedbacks59. In several studies, the SO is considered more of a passive sink of heat which damp-272

ens the surface warming from the positive cloud feedback35, 36, 38, 60. However, our study shows273

that the ocean response in the CMIP6 models to GHG-forcing can be diverse, and that convec-274

tion shut down in particular can have a profound effect on SST warming and hence the cloud275

feedback. Consequently, the spread in SW cloud feedback and the deep ocean warming are not276

independent sources of uncertainty, but intertwined responses in a coupled system. Models with277

deep ocean convection are associated with less SST warming under GHG-forcing and thus the SW278

cloud feedback depends on the base state of the ocean. Specifically, our results show that SO deep279

convection controls the ocean-atmosphere coupling and is a major contributor to the wide spread280

of EffCS among CMIP6 models.281

Methods282

Fixed SST experiments283

Fixed SST model simulations were conducted and analysed in order to investigate the feedbacks in284

NorESM2-LM, NorESM2-MM and CESM2 when forced with a) similar sea surface temperature285

(SST) warming (+4 K) and b) forced by the same GHG forcing (4×CO2) and observed SSTs. We286

used Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) experiments in which the atmosphere287

and land components were active while values for SSTs and sea ice were prescribed. The values288

from these experiments are listed in Table 1 and 2 in the supplements.289

Radiative feedbacks290

We employ radiative kernels61 from Pendergrass et al. 201862 calculated with CESM-CAM563 to291

quantify the various contributions of radiative feedbacks to the total change in the TOA radiative292

fluxes. The feedbacks are calculated by multiplying kernels for the atmospheric and surface tem-293
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perature, water vapour and surface albedo by the change in the relevant climate variables and then294

normalised by the change in the global averaged temperature or regionally averaged when only295

the region south of 35◦ S is considered. The feedbacks due to atmospheric temperature and water296

vapour are vertically integrated up to a time-varying tropopause64. Cloud feedback calculations297

follow Soden et al. (2008) and are calculated by adjusting the CRE (all-sky minus clear-sky ra-298

diation) for non-cloud influences including radiative forcing due to GHG and aerosol62. We use299

30 years averaged monthly climatology then averaged temporarily and either globally or region-300

ally. Figs. 1,2a show the feedbacks using climatology and anomalies averaged over the last 30 of301

the 150 years long model simulations and Fig. 2b,d show 10 years averaged values for 500 years302

(Fig. 2b) and regressed on the globally averaged surface temperature change for the corresponding303

period (Fig. 2d).304

CMIP archive305

We analysed all CMIP5 and CMIP6 models for which the piControl and abrupt-4×CO2 experi-306

ments with the incoming and reflected shortwave and outgoing longwave radiation at the top of307

the atmosphere as well as the potential ocean temperature monthly fields were available. Only308

one piControl and one abrupt-4×CO2 experiment with the same realisation number (in most cases309

r1i1p1f1) per model was considered (see Table 3 and 4 in Supplements for an overview). All310

CMIP data used is available from the The Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF) server https:311

//esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/esgf-llnl. piControl experiments refer to simu-312

lations with GHG concentrations and emissions fixed at pre-indutrial 1860 levels. The abrupt-313

4×CO2 experiment is identical to the parent experiment, piControl, except for a quadrupling of314

the atmospheric CO2 concentration.315

EffCS316

The EffCS values are calculated using the first 150 years output from CMIP6 models forced with317

a quadrupling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration relative to pre-industrial levels and the cor-318

responding time period from the pre-industrial control simulation. Anomalies are calculated by319

subtracting a linear regression of the pre-industrial values to reduce the interannual variability. A320

linear relationship is assumed between globally- and annually averaged anomalies of surface (2m)321

air temperature and top of the atmosphere (TOA) net downwelling radiation. The EffCS is the322

temperature for the x-interception (where the net TOA radiation anomaly equals zero) divided by323

two in order to give the temperature for a doubling of CO2. The EffCS calculations are based on324

the methods by Gregory et al. 20042.325

CMIP6, SO warming and regression326

The ocean temperature anomalies for CMIP6 models are calculated as the temperature difference327

between the abrupt-4×CO2 simulations and the corresponding pre-industrial control simulation328

temporarily averaged over the 30 last of the 150 year. The Theil-Sen estimator is used for a robust329

fitting linear regression. The r-squared values are calculated using a Monte-Carlo sampling of330

50.000 subsamples of 10 models and then averaged.331

Hosing experiment332
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A hosing experiment, NorESM2-HOS5, was conducted to see the impact of the large open-ocean333

polynya situated north of Weddell Sea on SSTs. An enhanced freshwater input of 0.17 Sv was334

applied to the Weddell Sea and the surrounding area bounded by 60◦S, 60◦W and 50◦E (see black,335

dashed line in Fig. 4f).336
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Figures

Figure 1

Correlations. Correlations applied to the CMIP5 ensemble (blue) and CMIP6 ensemble (orange). Upper
row: EffCS and the SW cloud feedback south of 35°S (a), SW cloud feedback and SST warming south of
35°S (b), SST warming south of 35°S and the change in SO ocean temperature below 1500 m and south
of 50°S relative to the change in the global ocean temperature (c), mean reduction in deep MOC south of
40°S and the change in SO ocean temperature below 1500 m and south of 50°S relative to the change in
the global ocean temperature (d). The two CMIP6 members CESM2 (no. 36) and NorESM2-LM (no. 6) are
highlighted in maroon. All models including model numbers and values are listed in Tables 3 and 4 in the
supplements.



Figure 2

Radiative feedbacks. Estimates of radiative feedbacks for NorESM2-LM (black), NorESM2-MM (orange)
and CESM2 (blue) calculated from abrupt-4°CO2 GHG-forcing simulations. The total feedback is broken
down into Planck, lapse rate (LR), surface albedo, water vapour (WV) and cloud feedbacks. The cloud
feedback is further broken down in contributions from SW and LW components (a). Evolution of SW
cloud feedback (b) and near surface (2m) temperature change (c) as a function of time, and evolution of
SW cloud feedback as a function of the near surface (2m) air temperature change (d).



Figure 3

Cloud changes, SST warming and SW cloud feedback. Time evolution of cloud cover fraction anomaly
averaged south of 35°S for CESM2 (a) and NorESM2-LM (b) for the �rst 500 years. SST anomaly for the
same region and time as in a-b for CESM2 (c) and NorESM2-LM (d). Zonally averaged SW cloud
feedback in NorESM2-MM (orange), NorESM2-LM (black) and CESM2 (blue) after 150 years (e) and after



500 years in NorESM2-LM (grey), and CESM2 (light blue) (f). Also included in (f) is the SW cloud
feedback from CESM2 (blue) after 150 years for comparison.

Figure 4

Ocean temperature response. Ocean temperature anomaly averaged south of 35°S in NorESM2-MM
(orange), NorESM2-LM (black) and CESM2 (blue) after 150 years and after 500 years in NorESM2-LM
(grey) and CESM2 (light blue) (a). Zonally averaged ocean temperature anomaly after 500 years in



NorESM2-LM (b) and CESM2 (c). Response in the eddy-induced MOC to abrupt-4°CO2 forcing after 150
years (shading) and in the surfaces of constant density (black, dashed lines) in CESM2 (d) and NorESM2-
LM (e). The black arrows indicate the anomalous along-isopycnal transport and the red contour show the
1 K warming. The initial (�rst 5 years) SST response to forcing in NorESM2-LM and CESM2 (g,i). SST
anomaly to SO convection shutdown in NorESM2-LM (f). The region of freshwater forcing is indicated by
the black dashed lines. SST anomaly to abrupt-4°CO2 forcing (f) and to abrupt-4°CO2 forcing when the
response from the convection shutdown is removed (f subtracted from g) (h). SST anomaly to abrupt-
4°CO2 forcing in CESM2 (i). The grey dotted lines in e-h indicate the region with high negative SW cloud
feedback bounded by 62°S and 45°S (see Fig. 2). SST trends for the period (1960-2014) from
observations (HadISST, j), NorESM2-LM (k), NorESM2-MM (l) and CESM2 (m).
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